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MIKE PARSONS & MARY ROSE

Eiger Direct: 
A Bareknuckle Fight

expansion of  the oceans and melting of  land ice. During the last inter glacial, 
called the Eemian, global average sea level was 6-9m higher than present25, 
at a time when global ocean temperatures were 0.5°C warmer than pre- 
industrial and similar to the average for 1994-201426.

The Antarctic and Greenland ice sheets are huge. Anyone who has been 
to Antarctica will know how vast and humbling a landscape it is. These ice 
sheets contain enough water locked on land, to raise global mean sea level 
by 58m and 7.4m, respectively1. Antarctica covers an area larger than the 
lower 48 states of  the US; the thickest ice is almost 5km thick in the interior. 
These are the ‘super-tankers’ of  the climate system. In their slow-moving 
interior it can take thousands of  years or longer to fully respond to changes 
in climate4. Around the edges, where the ice flows faster and, in particular, 
where it is in direct contact with the ocean, the response can be much faster. 
Once they have changed course, it will take a very long time to steer them 
in a different direction.

Projecting the response of  these ice sheets to climate change is challeng-
ing because of  complex linkages between the atmosphere, oceans and the 
ice and difficulties in observing and modelling processes that take place 
underneath 5km of  ice. Nonetheless, observations from satellite data since 
1992 indicate accelerating mass loss from both Greenland and the West 
Antarctic Ice Sheet1, such that they are now contributing more than 1mm 
per year to sea-level rise. This may not sounds like much, but if  the acce-
leration in mass loss continues it could soon become a serious threat to the 
stability of  modern civilisation. The West Antarctic Ice Sheet, for example, 
is considered to be particularly vulnerable to changes in oceanic warming 
and has the potential to raise sea level by over 3m on its own27. Recent 
studies suggest it may have already passed the point of  no return28. Other  
irreversible thresholds exist in the climate system and time is rapidly run-
ning out for us to implement affordable and palatable mitigation strategies29.  
We all have choices. Our future on the planet depends on those choices.

Note: The numbers presented in this article all have an error associated with 
them and, to aid readability, we have not included this error but note that 
they are all statistically significant to one standard deviation of  the quoted 
uncertainty in the original manuscript.
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355, 2017, pp276-9.
27. J L Bamber et al, ‘Reassessment of  the Potential Sea-Level Rise from a Collapse of  the West Antarctic Ice 
Sheet’, Science 324, 2009, pp901-3.
28. I Joughin, B E Smith, B Medley, ‘Marine Ice Sheet Collapse Potentially Under Way for the Thwaites 
Glacier Basin, West Antarctica’, Science 344, 2014, pp735-8.
29. N Stern, The Economics of  Climate Change: The Stern Review, Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 2007.

Equipment and men at the end of their tether. Top, Alexander Low’s  
publicity shot for the Weekend Telegraph featuring Layton Kor, Dougal Haston 
and John Harlin with their equipment. Below, the successful summit climbers, 

with Haston second from right in his shredded over-trousers.  
(Chris Bonington Picture Library)
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The high-profile first ascent of  the Eiger Direct in 1966 was the subject recently 
of  a widely praised book1 by the journalist who covered the expedition, Peter 

Gillman, co-authored with Leni Gillman. This article looks at the clothing and 
equipment the climbers used, and how it compares with what we have today and 
what was available in 1938 for the first ascent of  the north face. Parsons and Rose 
are the authors of  Invisible on Everest: Innovation and the Gear Makers (Old City 
Publishing, 2002) and ran a research project on the garment textiles brought back 
from Everest following the discovery of  George Mallory’s body in 1999.

The 1966 Eiger Direct climb, like the first ascent of  the north face in 1938, 
was a ‘bareknuckle’ fight: by today’s standards clothing and equipment were 
primitive. While there had been some progress since 1938, the 1966 attempt 
was on the cusp of  a revolutionary period involving both clothing and hard-
ware. Not only were these emerging technologies not yet good enough, the 
polymer clothing was, arguably, worse than systems and products available 
in the 1920s. None of  the branded textiles we know today had been created.

Furthermore, some of  the latest equipment, which might have made a 
difference, wasn’t used. Transfer of  knowledge, techniques and products 
between different countries had been historically slow: before the Second 
World War it took decades. Language barriers, customs-duty borders and 
cultural differences all contributed to that delay. After the war the sharing of  
ideas began to accelerate and is now almost instantaneous thanks to social 
media. But the 1966 ascent took place at a time when tariff  barriers across 
Europe were only starting to disappear. When, for example, Pete Hutchin-
son set up Mountain Equipment in the early 1960s, import duty on French 
down gear coming into UK was 40%.

Today the public perception is that leading mountaineers simply promote 
gear through sponsorship, but throughout 150 years of  mountaineering  
development the key equipment innovators were not designers working 
for commercial manufacturers but climbers designing to achieve their own 
ends. We call these people ‘lead users’. They have been responsible for 
around 70% of  innovation in the history of  mountaineering; the rest comes 
from ‘commercial executions’, changes made to boost sales. On the Eiger, 
mountaineers from different traditions met in the heat of  action, shared 
equipment ideas and witnessed different techniques.

Eiger 1938
In 1922, Willo Welzenbach and his partner Fritz Rigele invented the first 
basic ice pitons, simple square bars with notches cut out by the local black-
smith, and used them on the first ascent of  the Grosses Wiesbachhorn, where 
the steepest section was a 75° ice wall. This was the breakthrough that took 
the pre-Great War rope, karabiner and piton protection techniques of  Hans 
Dülfer and friends in Germany onto steep ice faces in the Western Alps. 
Welzenbach put up another 11 major first ascents; for this and his creation of  

1. P Gillman & L Gillman, Extreme Eiger: Triumph and Tragedy on the North Face, London, Simon & Schuster, 
2016.

the UIAA grading system he is sometimes referred to as the father of  modern 
alpinism. These routes were just as steep as the Eiger; it was rock fall that 
differentiated that challenge, and publicity from the many deaths through the 
1930s. Hinterstoisser’s famous traverse was a function of  the Dülfer technique 
using double ropes under tension, making retreat seemingly impossible.

Footwear in 1938 was nailed leather boots. German teams developed  
double boots for their 1930s Himalayan expeditions, but these were far too 
heavy and clumsy for Alpine use. Nail patterns were designed by selecting 
the most suitable nails for each section of  the boot; Tricounis were arranged 
around the toe area and sides. Ropes were hemp, a natural fibre which  
absorbed water or snow and froze solid overnight. Clothing was almost all 
wool, either woven, ‘loden’, or knitted. Dachstein mitts were knitted and 
then felted to increase its density and windproof-ness. The climbers lacked 
down, even though it was used on Everest in 1922 and the 1930s. In 1933, 
Pierre Allain, best known for his rock boot, created a brilliant combined 
bivouac and clothing system incorporating the use of  down, the cagoule 
and pied d’éléphant.

Of  the four climbers, the two Germans, Heckmair and Vörg, were using 
12-point crampons, still forged in that period, so they could climb facing 
inwards and move much faster than the Austrian pair, Harrer and Kasparek, 
who had one pair of  10-point crampons between them.

Left, the German leader on the Eiger Direct Jörg Lehne wearing a cotton over-
suit and, right, the right-hand figure shoes what happened to it in bad weather: 
soaking up moisture and freezing. (Chris Bonington Picture Library)
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Eiger 1966
The two competing teams, German and Anglo-American, took the leading  
equipment of  the day, influenced strongly by their own cultures and expe-
riences and then modified after they found new methods and gear around 
the world. Both were drawing on Yosemite, that newly erupting volcano 
of  innovative methodologies and translating them into an entirely differ-
ent context. Sometimes the Germans compromised on cost, not wanting  
to pay for Angora wool as the leader suggested but opting instead for a 
cheaper wool and cotton mix. They didn’t always understand the qualities 
of  the new, and sometimes even the old materials as well as they might.

By the 1940s, nails had been replaced by the moulded sole, replicating the 
nail configuration, by Vitale Bramani: hence Vibram. The brilliant boot design 
for the Everest 1953 [Editor’s note: See ‘Hadow’s Sole’, AJ 2016] team was 
forgotten after 1955; had it been commercialised it would have led the world 
for perhaps two decades. However, in 1966, leather was still the only material 
for boots; the plastic shell was more than a decade ahead. Plastic boots were 
developed first by Bob Lange for ski boots in 1968 but it took another 10 years 
before Koflach developed a winning concept using a closed cell foam inner 
boot. This innovation had faded by the mid 1990s, such was the speed of  
transition to footwear that was gentler on the feet and more sensitive on holds. 
The closed cell neoprene over-boot, a Karrimor Whillans innovation and  
the vital bridge until the Koflach shell, was not developed until 1970 for Chris 
Bonington’s Annapurna expedition. Even using leather boots, all climbers  
remained completely frostbite free. That wasn’t the case on the Eiger.

As with clothing, the key factors were to prevent water ingress and provide  
warmth. Closed-cell foam, a key insulation material today, was just over  
the horizon. (There were no Karrimats either; these appeared in 1968.) 
Felt had been used in high-altitude boots since the 1924 Everest expedi-
tion. When highly compacted, it was a good material. But boot craftsman 
often used inner layers or even a separate inner (i.e. of  a double boot)  
composed of  thin leathers and open-cell foam, already in use for furniture, 
both of  which absorbed water. Wool also holds lots of  water, but when used 
as clothing it is always reckoned to retain warmth even when wet. After a 
bivy or two that would not be the case. The outer leather absorbed water 
from snow crystals like water into blotting paper. Within days this footwear 
would be sodden and then frozen.

John Harlin’s teams chose to use only one pair of  socks, rather than  
the two pairs usual for this period, presumably for the better footwork this 
offered. It may also have been a show of  confidence in the new Le Phoque 
boot, which had the interesting modern feature of  a rubber overlay to the 
laces. The ‘bellows’ tongue, which fully seals the boot across the top of  the 
foot, did not yet exist, the tongue being semi-loose, rather like a modern ski 
boot inner today. It allowed lots of  water in.

Le Phoque had been supplying Bonington with boots but he had never 
tried them in the hard conditions of  an Eiger winter. When he got back to 
his hotel room after photographing the summit climbers, his assistant Mick 

Burke was complaining of  wet feet. Bonington boasted of  having not had  
a problem, but then peeled off  a sock to reveal five black toes. Both men 
fell about laughing and Bonington spent time in hyperbaric chambers in 
London as treatment.

The Germans had Lowa Eiger Triplex boots that were very heavy. Made 
of  leather inside and out, and insulated with open cell foam, the problem 
was the inner boot, which never got dry. The leather kept the moisture 
trapped inside. As long as you were moving, you could warm the boot up 
but if  you were standing still it froze. The Germans tried drying them over  
a stove, but it didn’t really work and did more damage.

Layering
Layering has been in use since at least the Chalcolithic hunter Ötzi’s time. 
It is not merely the use of  multiple garments, but the technique of  selecting 
and using them together and at different levels of  activity and inactivity.  
Multiple layers offer flexibility as well as trapping warm air. The Anglo- 
American approach was based on multiple layers and stemmed from a  
century of  polar exploration, experience translated into use on Everest in 
the 1920s. The German belief, until the 1960s or 1970s, was the fewer layers 
the better. This seems to have been reflected in their choice of  less warm 
inner layers and more reliance on down equipment. For Anglo-Americans, 
the number one choice of  the period was the Norwegian oiled wool sweater.

A pair of German feet emerging from  
a snow hole on the Eiger. The German 
company Salewa had recently 
introduced adjustable, pressed steel 
crampons. (German 1966 Eiger Team)

The Germans used plastic cylinders 
to transport supplies up the mountain. 
This was before the era of haul-bags. 
(German 1966 Eiger Team)
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The German choice of  a soft, non-waterproof  cotton one-piece outer  
garment was unsurprisingly bad – ‘We got wetter and wetter and froze.’ –  
although one-piece shell suits and even down one-piece suits became standard 
for Himalayan expeditions by the early 1990s. Some of  the Germans wore 
Angora underwear but this was costly and to save money others used knit-
ted garments of  mixed cotton and wool. Wool base layers today are often 
combined with polyester on the outer surface, which wicks away moisture.

The nylon outer layer selected by Harlin’s team was equally unsuccessful, 
but in a different way. Condensation occurred of  course, and the hydrophilic 
PU coatings we know today were still more than a decade away. ‘We wore 
PU-coated outer clothing,’ Bonington said. ‘At the end of  the day we were 
almost as wet as if  we hadn’t been wearing them.’ Zips and Velcro were 
very well established, but photos reveal their over-trousers didn’t have them. 
Trying to put these on over crampons results in tears; it’s surprising this 
problem wasn’t pre-empted.

It is perhaps too easy to make comparisons between the garments and 
fabrics available today. However, layering selection has always been as im-
portant as the technology. This is illustrated in the high success rates of  
Polish climbing teams in the 1980s, with the first winter ascent of  Everest 
and other 8,000ers. Our research on the layers Mallory and Irvine used in 
1924, tested to 25,000ft, showed they were good enough to go to the top on 
a good day, since the summit pair were moving together and not on terrain 
needing a belay. They were insufficient for a bivouac. The six clothing layers 
were tailor-made, alternating woven silk over wool over silk, with a final 
solid waterproof  and totally windproof  outer layer of  Burberry cotton. The 
sequels to Burberry’s fabric, Grenfell and Ventile, were never proven to be 
superior even though the garment designs were an improvement. They did 
not, however, use George Finch’s great 1922 innovation, the down jacket.

These 1924 layers were probably superior to the Eiger 1966 layers because 
of  the way in which windproof  silk trapped air in the wool layers. How-
ever, conditions were much less wet than the Eiger. The great weakness of  
the 1920s system was the hood design: the poor closure around the throat 
and mouth area caused Somervell an almost fatal accident when his larynx 
froze. Mallory’s boots were very good, high-density felt uppers with light 
leather reinforcement around the toes, and dried quickly but were totally  
unsuitable for use on steep ground and with crampons. By using nailed 
boots instead of  crampons they avoided tight straps compressing the feet.

The Eiger 1966 men used wool but without windproof  layering to trap 
air. This made them more dependent on their down outer layers, even when 
moving, in contrast to today’s practice. The German one-piece outer layer 
made in basic cotton was nothing like as good as Burberry, and absorbed 
water. ‘The Americans’ equipment was much better,’ one of  the Germans 
said. ‘As you can see from the photos we were wearing rags.’ The outer 
fabrics of  all the down gear did not have durable water resistant (DWR)  
finishes; snow and spindrift melted into the fibres and down very rapidly. 
The nylon PU outers would have prevented this, but condensation from 
sweat was then a problem.

Today we have much better layers, but the methodology is also differ-
ent. This evolved step by step: the USA alpinist Mark Twight outlined his 
principles clearly in his book Extreme Alpinism: Climbing Light, Fast & High 
(The Mountaineers, 1999). Use only enough layers to keep you warm when 
climbing, but on belay use a big down jacket: thus the term ‘belay jacket’ was 
born, driven by the need to avoid changing layers when wearing a harness.

Dougal Haston and John Harlin wearing their PU shell gear. The pair had just 
descended from the face following a five-day bivouac during a storm. The lack 
of side zips meant they were eventually shredded by crampons. (Peter Gillman)
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Today we have much better windproof  layers. These emerged partly  
because of  the need for much tighter woven nylon fabrics to stop increas-
ingly fine down and micro-fibres of  non-woven insulating polymer materials  
from leaking out. These fabrics still have good ‘breathability’ but with DWR 
finishes they have a degree of  water repellency as well. Waterproof  outer 
layers tend only to be used now when there is direct precipitation or much 
higher wind strengths. With this, hydrophilic coatings and ePTFE laminates 
allow sweat to pass through to a varying degree, not totally, but enough to 
make a huge difference to the drying of  inner layers.2

Hardware, techniques and rope
How had technical climbing equipment in 1966 changed since the 1930s? 
In the early 1960s, new methods were evolving rapidly in Yosemite. This 
included the jumar rope clamp, used first in Europe for crevasse rescue  
and in Yosemite in 1964. Techniques were developed for multiday routes 
where loads were too heavy for the second man to carry. Jumars were used 
by the second to follow, rather than rock climbing. Harlin had introduced 
Bonington to jumars the summer before the Eiger and they allowed the 
climbers to climb back up fixed ropes quickly having resupplied or rested at 
Kleine Scheidegg.

Hermann Huber of  Salewa, who supplied tubular ice screws, crampons 
and Hiebeler Prusikers commented: ‘The jumars were more practical in 
use than the Salewa Hiebeler rope ascender, but these early jumars would 
not have worked on iced-up ropes. Jörg Lehne reported that only the smaller  
Salewa device could be used in any conditions. Later developments in Yose-
mite included large capacity cylindrical haul bags, although on the Eiger  
the Germans also used cylindrical containers attached to their harnesses.

Crampons in 1966 were mainly the new adjustable Salewa pressed steel 
model, although one of  the German team commented that the front points 
of  his forged crampons were bending out of  shape and becoming useless. 
Crampons in 1966 were attached with straps, which compressed the boot 
and feet. Boots had much less internal structure then and so the risk of  
frostbite was much greater. The cable binding did not arrive until 1976 from 
Salewa, the same year that Lowe’s Footfangs became available, a heel lever 
system that is essentially still in use today.

Ice axes had changed little since Whymper’s time, save for the version 
with a hammerhead instead of  the adze, although shorter lengths were  
becoming available in the 1960s. Yvon Chouinard’s curved pick first  
appeared in 1969, although he was personally using shorter axes of  55cm 
from 1965. When the climbers were facing in, they used a short hand-held 
ice dagger in the other hand, which had limited penetration and little hold-
ing power. These could best be described as a psychological aid. Haston’s 
final epic lead with only an ice dagger was incredible, needing an extra-

2. For further insights into clothing layers and technology see ‘Keeping Dry and Staying Warm: Almost  
Everything You Need to Know about Outdoor and Mountaineering Garments and Usage Practices’,  
http://www.outdoorgearcoach.co.uk/publications/keeping-dry-staying-warm/

ordinary level of  physical and mental strength.
The new ‘kernmantel’ rope construction was invented in Germany and 

became available from the early 1960s. The technology was a dramatic im-
provement over nylon hawser-laid ropes, let alone the hemp of  1938. Water  
absorption was very low and they had much more stretch than hawser-laid 

Bonington pauses to snap Mick Burke shortly before flying up to the Eiger  
to meet the climbers as they topped out from the Eiger Direct. Note the 
old-fashioned axe head. (Peter Gillman)
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versions, able to absorb more energy in a fall. Germans used a combination 
of  what now would be called full weight and 5mm, a clear distinction, sort 
of  a ‘no ifs or buts’ choice when climbing. The Anglo-American team, how-
ever, used full weight and 7mm, the latter for fixed ropes. It’s assumed that 
jumaring this thinner diameter was the cause of  Harlin’s death. However,  
it is possible that the thicker rope would also have failed because of  the way 
in which dynamic rope stretches under a load. Friction against the rock will 
cause abrasion and eventual failure. Today it is well understood that a rope 
used in a jumaring situation should be ‘static’, a rope without stretch, simi-
lar to those used for caving or on a yacht.

Harnesses were on the German equipment list: these were not the sit 
harnesses we know today but the Edelrid chest harness made from rope  
introduced two years earlier. This made it feasible for the Germans to 
suspend their plastic drums from their harness. It is unclear what the  
Anglo-American team used for harnesses but by 1964 the so called Swami  
belt using one-inch tubular nylon webbing had been developed in the US 
and something of  this nature would have been used. Nylon webbing sit  
harnesses only appeared in 1970, developed by Whillans and Troll for the 
British Annapurna expedition.

Although the figure-of-eight abseil device was available, possibly as early 
as 1962, there is no evidence of  its use on the Eiger Direct. Haston describes 
the rope burning painfully through his jacket near the hood: just what the 
classic method would do, using a karabiner clipped to the waist belt and 
running the rope over the shoulder to control descent.

The 1922 ice pitons of  Welzenbach had gone, replaced by the Marwa 
ice screw, which looked rather like a bottle opener. The tubular ice screw, 
with many times more holding power, was invented in 1962 by Salewa. 

The Germans carried 20 of  the former, compared to 25 tubular screws. The 
Germans also took 100 rock pitons, of  the original Fiechtl design, semi-
soft to conform to cracks, unlike the American chrome-moly pitons that 
were hammered out, plus two drills and bolts, an indication of  the terrain 
they thought they would encounter. Thanks to Layton Kor’s technical  
brilliance, Harlin’s team avoided bolts more successfully than the  
Germans. Both teams had decent helmets, an innovation of  1962. They  
also had headlamps: in 1938 candle lanterns were the only light. Candles 
were still used for bivouacs in the 1960s.

In the late 1960s, following an introduction from Graham Tiso, Mike 
Parsons, then with Karrimor, arrived in Leysin to talk to Dougal Haston  
about a successor to the famous orange Whillans pack, which had a  
capacity of  only 27 litres. The resulting collaboration was the pack Dougal 
wanted on the Eiger in 1966: 60 litres, with a long extension sleeve for bivy 
protection and a long front zip to give easy access. This purple pack became 
known as the Haston Alpiniste.

A great deal more changed in the subsequent decade than had between 
1938 and 1966, transforming margins of  safety and techniques. The quality 
of  ropes improved when UIAA testing began in 1967. Sit harnesses and  
belay plates meant falling, for so long anathema to climbers, became a way 
to test limits. Plastic boots and breathable fabrics made cold and bad weath-
er less formidable threats. The consequent rise in standards drove more  
innovation, much of  it led by technically minded climbers. By the early 
1980s, in less than 20 years, mountaineering equipment had been trans-
formed, and at a faster pace that at any time in the sport’s history.

Timeline: the Road to 1966
1895 A F Mummery uses the first down sleeping bag on Nanga Parbat.
1922 George Finch invents the first down jacket for use on Everest, prompt-
ing some derision. They are not used in 1924.
1924 First recorded use of  zips on mountain clothing. Sandy Irvine stitches 
zips into his outer clothing on for Everest.
1930s Austrian climbers experimented with making crampons rigid along 
their length to enhance performance, but it was not commercialised.
1931 Dr Karl Prusik of  Vienna introduces a method of  ascending the rope 
itself.
1932 Laurent Grivel introduces the first 12-point crampons.
1933 Pierre Allain designs and produces warm bivouac gear, like the pied 
d’éléphant down bag and la grande cagoule made of  rubber-coated silk.
1934 Discovery of  nylon polyamide fibres.
1937-9 Vitale Bramani developed, in conjunction with Pirelli, the first  
rubber sole, moulded to imitate the shape of  nails.
1950s Pierre Allain’s bivouac gear comes into general use in the Alps.
1952 French company ‘Pile Wonder’ produced first ever battery-operated 
headlamp.
1956-8 Marwa ice screws:  the ‘bottle-opener’ type.

An advertisement for the Le Phoque boots used by Harlin’s team.  
Bonington suffered frostbite wearing them. (Mike Parsons)

Marwa ice screws, affectionately and 
accurately recognised as effective 
bottle openers. (Mike Parsons)
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THOMAS KEIRLE

The Peak of Their Profession
Doctors on Everest 1921-53

The road to Everest, as much physiological exploration as physical?  
(Royal Geographical Society)

Until recently, the story of  Mount Everest has been told predominantly 
by climbers with attention focussed on mountaineering technicalities, 

and scarce mention of  medicine and physiology barring the occasional ref-
erence to oxygen apparatus.1 The recent publication Everest: the First Ascent 
by Harriet Tuckey changed all that. Tuckey is the daughter of  Griffith Pugh 
(1909-94), the physiologist and medical practitioner on the successful 1953 
Everest expedition. She highlights how her father and experimental med-
icine were more instrumental in getting Ed Hillary and Tenzing Norgay 
to the summit than hitherto realised. The subtitle to Tuckey’s book – The 
Untold Story of  Griffith Pugh, the Man Who Made It Possible – is both true and 
false. Pugh may be a neglected figure in mountaineering history, but he is 
part of  the wider story of  mountain medicine, which involved many more 
medical practitioners than Pugh alone. ‘The man who made it possible’ had 
an important role but was one man in a larger network of  doctors, climbers 
and ideas in the history of  medicine and physiology on Everest.

The doctor’s role in high-altitude climbing is multifactorial; the doctor 
is actively pursuing the same activity that is endangering the patient’s life 
and can suffer from the same maladies, including impingements on their 

1. Edmund Hillary’s autobiography makes little mention of  doctors and scientists, and when mentioned it 
is often done with a negative tone. Edmund Hillary, High Adventure, London, Hodder and Stoughton, 1955.

1960 First Kernmantel ropes become available in Germany.
1962 First fibreglass helmet, designed by Swiss climber Paul Hübel.
1962 Hermann Huber of  Salewa achieves a design breakthrough producing 
the first easily adjustable crampons with increased strength for front pointing.
1962 First tubular ice screw developed by Huber of  Salewa.
1962 An improved abseil device, the Abseilachter or figure of  eight, was  
developed.
1964 Big wall climbers in Yosemite adopt the jumar, used first in Europe 
for crevasse rescue.
1965 Helly Hansen introduced a range of  polypropylene underwear  
designed to wick moisture away from the skin.
1966 Chouinard persuades Charlet to make him an ice axe with a curved 
pick and a shaft of  55cm.
1968 The Karrimat, made from closed cell foam, becomes commercially 
available.
1970 The Annapurna south face expedition results in several innovations: 
the Whillans Box, the Whillans Harness, the down one-piece suit and  
neoprene over-boots for the single layer leather boots.
1978 Plastic shelled mountain boots introduced by Koflach of  Austria. 
First available with felt inners and later with closed cell foam inners.


